Minutes
Valley Center Community Planning Group, Mobility Subcommittee

Valley Center Library, Valley Center Room
29200 Cole Grade Road
6:30 PM, Thursday, March 8, 2018

Mobility S/C (8): Claire Plotner (Chair), Margaret Baricevic, Dina Gharmalker, Larry Glavinic, Dorothy Ken, Steve Hutchinson, Will Rogers, Mike O’Connor, Jon Vick.
Invited Guests:

MEETING CONVENED AT 6:38 P.M.

1. Establish Quorums: 5/8
   1. Margaret Baricevic
   2. Steve Hutchison
   3. Dorothy Ken
   4. John Vic
   5. Claire Plotner

2. Open Forum –
   A. Discussion of changing Road 19 to join Betsworth rather than Lilac.
   B. The local network of roads is not adequate. There is a need for a network of roads to be used in case of fire.
   C. Road 11 has an IOD to county. The segment is approximately 1 mile in length.
   D. Action item for future: Steve Hutchison will invite Mike Shore to a VCCPG Mobility Subcommittee meeting to discuss community risk and safety.

3. Review and approval of Mobility Minutes 11/9/2017 and 2/6/2018
   A. Quorum not present at this moment. Approval postponed until the next meeting.

4. Discussion of Capital Improvement Project List of Priorities
   A. Contact County about our list of new roads vs. improvement on existing roads with a goal of understanding how they prioritize action.

5. Roundabouts – Discussion and motion to place major roundabouts at the intersections of Valley Center Road and Mirar de la Valle, and Valley Center Road and Miller Road. Possible addition of two minor roundabouts on Valley Center Road between Miller Road and Cole Grade Road the CIP. (VICK)

   MOTION: that modern roundabouts at Valley Center Road and Mirar de Valle and Miller Roads be added as Priority #1 on our DPW CIP list, and that the developers of the North Village commercial projects be required to install modern roundabouts on Valley Center Road rather than two more traffic lights between Cole Grade and Miller Roads, with the designs of all roundabouts to be reviewed and approved by the Valley Center Fire Department.

   MOTION: Jon Vick
   SECOND: Steve Hutchison
   VOTE: 5/0/0
6. Discussion and possible walk through of the oaks which are located at Cool Valley Road which scheduled to be removed and replaced.

MOTION: Members of the Mobility Subcommittee to walk thru the Oaks on Cool Valley Road with the project manager, Ryan Lau, Susan Moore, a certified Arborist and Fred Wollman. Invite impacted neighbors and Valley Center Community Planning Group Members. Ryan Lau to bring a road design with the designated trees that are being cut down and replaced. Ask Ryan Lau about county efforts to minimizing the destruction of oaks on Cole Grade Road by meandering the trail around the viable oaks.

MOTION: Jon Vick
SECOND: 
VOTE: 5-0-0

7. Lilac Hills Ranch – Mobility concerns, roads, safety
Concerns for fire evacuation and road congestion were brought up in discussion. Steve Hutchison stated that the Lilac Hills Subcommittee will review and recommend.

8. Next meeting date – Thursday, April 5, 2018, 6:30 P.M., Valley Center Library, Valley Center History Room

9. Adjourn: 8:04 P.M.

Disclaimer Language
Public Disclosure
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Access and Correction of Personal Information
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